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REPORT ABSTRACT

1. Project backgroundThe report summarises the final business case for 

the Western Cape Government (WCG) Overall programme

Department of Economic Development and The WCG DEDAT, with the support of the 

Tourism (DEDAT) Connected to the World  Department of the Premier (DotP), has initiated 

broadband project let under tender EDT 004/11. a process to develop a provincial Broadband 

This document describes the background to the Strategy in consultation with a broad range of 

project, summarises the 'As Is' situation and 'To Be' stakeholders: provincial, national and local 

vision, builds on the findings from the primary government, the wider public sector (SOEs and 

research exercise and provides the justification agencies), private investors and the public.

and rationale for executing the Connecting to 

the World project. As part of this process, a strategic framework 

was formulated to establish the parameters 

The World Bank defines broadband as, “an and the principles of the initiative within this 

interconnected, multi-layered ecosystem of high- transversal key priority areas and projects 

capacity communications networks, services, identified which are expected to impact 

applications and users … The ecosystem includes significantly on the broadband landscape in 

the networks that support high-speed data the Western Cape, specifically relating to 

communication and the services these networks government service delivery, education and 

provide. It also includes the applications provided access of citizens, as well as economic 

by these services and the users who are development. Figure 1 shows the priority 

increasingly creating applications and content. projects and the overall process flow that 

Investments – by the public and private investors resulted from this process.

and agencies – and user demand expand the 

reach of high speed networks. These networks 

increase the availability of high-quality services to 

both users, and applications providers. 

Applications access these services to reach users, 

who respond to the affordability of these services 

and relevance of the applications. Users then 

grow in number and sophistication, demanding 

and driving greater investment in networks, 

creating the virtuous cycle for broadband.” 
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2. Overview A key objective of the project is to provide 

government with a channel for e-government The Western Cape Government, in terms of its 

s e r v i c e s  a n d  o t h e r  o n l i n e  f o r m s  o f  vision to improve the lives of its citizens, intends 

communication.  Very often residents within to integrate and use its current assets for the 

South Africa's economically disadvantaged provision of public access using Information 

communities (both urban and rural) remain and Communication Technologies (ICTs) and 

marginalised in terms of electronic government Internet Access throughout the Western Cape 

services and communication due to prohibitively Province.  

expens ive te lecommunicat ions  cost s .  

Affordable or free public access ICTs are often This Business Case summary looks at 

situated too far from community members to Connecting Communities of the Western Cape, 

access, necessitating the use of a motor vehicle where the focus is on Province-wide placement 

or public transport in order to use these services. of ICT connectivity solutions that aid key 

Telecentres that allow free access to ICTs is a objectives of achieving socio-economic 

means of bridging the so-called “Digital Divide,” development and productivity gains, thus 

which concerns problems related to access and supporting the 12 Strategic Objectives outlined 

affordability of ICTs. ICTs are a means of helping by the Western Cape Government.  

communities with access to government, access 
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Figure 1: WCG Priority projects identified

Source: PGWC, 2011
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to information and knowledge bases, ?Actively increase the number of individuals 

educational opportunities, training and the having access to modern broadband 

acquisition of new skills, job seeking and infrastructure in the Western Cape.

entrepreneurial opportunities (as well as a ?Provide government with a channel for 

number of other potential benefits).  delivering e-Government services and other 

online forms of communication to its citizens..

This document discusses key aspects of the 

Business Case for Connected Communities. The Purpose of this document

South African Constitution, the 12 Western Cape ?Summarise definition considerations related 

Government Provincial Strategic Objectives, the to the terms “Connected”, “Community” 

National Broadband Policy and the Electronic and the meaning of  “Connected 

Communications Act (ECA) contain powerful Communities.”

motivators for deployment of Public Internet ?Highlight that there is no universal definition 

Access solutions such as telecentres  throughout of a “Connected Community.”  Therefore, 

the Western Cape Province.  leading to a definition of “Connected 

Communities” the logical approach 

This aims and objectives of the project  are to: adopted was to consider:

?Ensure that shared public access to ICT #Stats SA's classification of “Places” of the 

facilities is accessible to every citizen in the Western Cape, their population sizes, the 

Western Cape by 2014. sizes of the places and hence the 

?Standardise the services offered at the population densities (Stats SA defines 

existing shared public access facilities so that “Main Places” (Towns), “Sub-places” 

all citizens throughout the Western Cape [small towns, villages, and suburbs] and 

have the same experience. “Small Areas”).  

?Aggregate demand i.e. to use the provision #The Independent Electoral Commission 

of these public access facilities as an (IEC) works based on voting wards and 

additional motivator for the creation of vot ing stat ions –  the Municipal  

regional backbone of telecommunication D e m a r c a t i o n  B o a r d  m a i n t a i n s  

networks that extend across the province of information concerning  voting ward 

the Western Cape. boundaries. 

?Ensure that all citizens of the Western Cape ?Address questions such as: Can the number 

have easy access to free, shared public ICT of “Communities” (hence number and type 

facilities. of telecentres) be determined based on the 

CONNECTED COMMUNITIES
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Definition of a Telecentre number of towns, villages, voting wards or 

Telecentres are venues for Public Access to ICTs voting stations?  What are the implications 

and the Internet.  There are many telecentre concerning population size and population 

models and while each slightly is different,  their density on the number and types of 

common focus is on the use of digital telecentres?  Are there internationally 

technologies to support community, economic, published “Best Practice” guidelines for 

educational, and social development thus telecentre deployments to achieve a 

reducing isolation, bridging the “Digital Divide,” “Connected Community Status” for the 

promoting health education, creating Western Cape Province by 2014?  

? economic opportunities, and reaching out to Summarise “To be” options and scenarios by 

the youth.d i s c u s s i n g  w h a t  h a s  b e e n  d o n e  

internationally concerning wide scale 

Affordable access to the Internet and to ICTs is deployment of telecentres.

? simply not available for most citizens within the Summarise the current (“As is”) situation 

Western Cape, especially in poorer areas. Where regarding existing Public Access Solutions in 

there is public access, there is an ongoing need the Western Cape including:

# to raise digital literacy and skills.  As a result, the SmartCape, CapeAccess, Thusongs, 

government cannot communicate effectively RedDoors, Rural Libraries Connectivity 

and efficiently with a large proportion of citizens.  Project.

# Communication initiated and directed by The number and the types of Library 

citizens towards government is also a key  Facilities (Public Libraries, Depots, 

constitutional right  and many citizens simply do Wheelie Wagons) in the Western Cape. 

# not have an affordable and practical means of The types of CLCs (Community Learning 

communicating with government.  Centres), including ALCs (Adult Learning 

Centres) in the Western Cape.

?Discuss the gulf between existing facilities Provincial context

and the number of telecentre deployments CeI (under the Western Cape Government's 

needed throughout the Western Cape in Office of the Premier) has a Strategic Plan to 

order to achieve the stated aims and deliver a suite of e-Government services for the 

objectives for this project. Western Cape Province via ICTs. To highlight the 

?Propose a budget and phasing to connect benefits of connectivity to allow delivery of e-

all voting wards of the Western Cape. Government services, Infocomm Development 

Authority (IDA) International was considered. 

CONNECTED COMMUNITIES
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Singapore's IDA fulfils a regulatory role to support, 

manage and control private-sector delivery of 

government services and infrastructure rollout, 

supported by a USD1 billion grant. IDA in 

Singapore, for example, can register a new 

business in 10 minutes.  By 2011 there had been a 

rollout of more than 1600 e-Government services 

(100% of all feasible services that the Singapore 

Government could conceive of offering are now 

accessible via an online Internet Portal), and 

courses are currently made available to ICTs are a means of allowing unidirectional (TV, 

communities via ICTs (some of these courses are r a d i o ,  p a g i n g )  a n d  b i d i r e c t i o n a l  

offered at a nominal cost of USD1 or USD2 to communication flows (standard telephones and 

community members): mobi le  phones,  smart -phones,  tablet  

computers, netbooks, laptops, personal 

computers, e-readers etc.).  There are ongoing 

attempts to bridge the “Digital Divide” in South 

Africa, but access to ICTs continues to be 

prohibitively expensive for most community 

members.  Technologies offered by cellular 

providers are often too expensive, despite 

subsidies.  Connectivity costs are also high by 

world standards i.e. the cost of time-based 

connectivity services i.e. voice or data service 

costs – cost of Internet bandwidth or costs based 

on access speeds.  Suitably chosen public 

access ICT solutions based on telecentre models 

are a solution for communities faced with these 

problems.

Some products such as iPads (a “tablet device”) 

are good for presenting information to users,  

however, “productivity gains” within the 

website http://www.gov.sg.  The information 

is organised from the perspective of the users 

accessing the Portal from the Internet – the 

information is NOT organised based on what 

the Ministries wish to offer (rather, the 

emphasis is on being “citizen-centric”- 

government, individuals & residents, 

businesses and non-residents are catered for 

separately by the Portal).  

To remove the “barrier-to-entry” for residents 

of Singapore, a single login (username & 

password) allows the users to interact with 

ALL government agencies.  The solution relies 

o n  a  r o b u s t  t e l e c o m m u n i c a t i o n s  

infrastructure.  The citizens interact through 

an Internet-accessible portal with all 

government agencies – IDA International 

refer to “Many Agencies, one Government.”  

There is a provision for the use of Mobile 

Devices - mobile penetration (and access 

speed) i s  very good in S ingapore 

(www.mgov.gov.sg).  All licences e.g. 

vehicle licences, can be purchased online 

through the Portal – the emphasis is on 

“Simple government online” (and a “No 

wrong-door Policy”) where all ministries and 

information are accessible through one 

CONNECTED COMMUNITIES
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economy are more likely to use more powerful provision of both access and government 

“workstation technologies” that can facilitate services.  The public access facilities can be 

the design and creation of new products and used to provide access to ICTs (writing, sending 

solutions that can be sold to local and and receiving of emails, drafting CVs, faxing, 

international markets.  This means that there is an printing, scanning, colour or black & white 

argument in favour of more focus on the photocopying, laminating, binding etc.) and 

deployment of “workstations,” rather than access to the Internet via these technologies 

“ tab le t  dev ices”  w i th in  te lecent res .   (creating school projects, job searching, 

“Workstation-based solutions” at telecentres  education/training/skills development, social 

aid the creation of an endogenous growth- community involvement, access to news 

based “Knowledge Economy”, leveraging ICTs, sources etc).  

human capital, information and knowledge, for 

creation of innovative products and services, When considering where to focus provision of 

spurring efficiency improvements and marketing publically accessible ICTs that will aid economic 

development and expansion.  development, improve access to Government 

(eGovernment services) and improve access to 

ICTs per household for citizens of the Western Status Quo

Cape, it is instructive to take into consideration The current state of Public ICT Access (PIA) is that 

prior recommendations concerning economic there are many separately run initiatives 

growth-potential of towns throughout the throughout the Western Cape Province.  The 

Western Cape.  Prior initiatives (2004) looked at initiatives include SmartCape (Department of 

where to focus investment throughout the Cultural Affairs and Sport/City of Cape Town), 

Western Cape. This led to the identification of CapeAccess (Department of Cultural Affairs 

131 towns outside the Western Cape Metro.   and Sport/CeI-Department of the Premier), 

However, 131 is not the total number of towns Thusongs (National Government/ Department 

and villages that are outside the Cape Metro.  of Local Government), Rural L ibraries 

There could be thousands rather than hundreds Connectivity Project (DCAS/CeI-Department of 

of “places” that could benefit from a telecentre the Premier), ABETs (Adult Education and 

solution, depending on the definition of Training) and Community Learning Centres 

“Connected Community:”(CLCs) and Microsoft Digital Villages. While in 

?There are 614 Stats SA-defined “Sub-places” some instances the focus is primarily on access to 

(suburbs, small towns, villages) in the Western compute r s  and  the  In te rnet  a t  the  

Cape that are outside the Cape Metro.  aforementioned facilities, in other instances 

?There are 1,888 Stats SA-defined “Small Area” (Thusongs) the model is designed for the 

CONNECTED COMMUNITIES
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classifications outside the Cape Metro.  resources, facilities and equipment to enable 

?There are 276 voting wards (and 762 voting free expression) to providing ICT access to the 

stations) outside the Western Cape Metro.  public. Section 32 of the Bill of Rights also 

The Municipal Demarcation Board maintains describes the “Right to information,” and if 

the ward boundary information. access is limited due to a lack of ICT resources, 

facilities and access, this right cannot be fulfilled.

There are already many places offering public 

access to ICTs and the Internet, however, the 

number of public libraries (282) and publically 

accessible CLCs throughout the province is not 
Determining the number of Connected 

sufficient. CLC/ABETs fall under the Department 
Communities is not straightforward - closer 

of Education and opening up access to the 
inspection and consensus regarding definitions 

public (in sectioned-off, secured areas) at many 
o f  “ C o n n e c t e d ” ,  “ C o m m u n i t y ”  a n d  

of the 1500 public schools is one method of 
“Connected Community” are required.  To lead 

bridging the “Connected Community” gap. 
us towards a widely accepted definition of 

“Connected Communities”, it is helpful to raise 
Conclusion

and answer a few questions.  
This document highlights that there are 

significant gaps regarding deployment of 

publicly accessible ICTs. This will facilitate 

economic growth and will also have special 

support for adults .

The aims of deploying public ICT access have 

implications that concern welfare, town and 

regional prestige, as well as strategic 

consequences in terms of economic growth and 

social development, job creation, economic 

independence of certain areas and population 

movements.  There are cost saving benefits for 

the Western  Cape Government  and 

constitutional implications (the right to free 

expression has been interpreted as a right to the 

3.  Introduction to the Connecting 

Communities Project

CONNECTED COMMUNITIES
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This 1Mbps will need to be shared amongst the 50 

workstations and therefore the overall connection 

speed per workstation can be very slow.  

Certainly, 100Mbps or 1Gbps would be better.  

The answer is based on the software applications 

being used on the workstations.  If video-

conferencing were being used on most of the 

workstations, a higher connection speed would 

be more appropriate. 

The “connection speed” to a building is not 

necessarily what the users within the building 

experience.  There are different qualities of 

connection based on the “contention” (sharing) 

concept.  Sometimes, a connection could be 

exclusive (1:1 contention – this is also called a 

dedicated “circuit” and there is no sharing of the 

connection – this is a means of ensuring constant 

speed and best possible connection quality, but 

there is a price premium).   Sometimes a 

connection could be shared with other users e.g. 

a contention of 25:1 – this means that although 

you may connect at 1Mbps, your real connection 

speed to the Internet could be as low as 40Kbps 

because you are sharing with up to 25 other 

connections. Sometimes the contention ratio can 

be 100:1 (or more).

?Stats SA has definitions of Main Places (e.g. 

cities and large towns), Sub-Places (e.g. 

suburbs and small towns), Small Areas (defined 

“small areas” with population sizes most often 

less than 1500 people) 

?The Municipal Demarcation Board has 

allocations (voting wards, voting districts)

How important is “connection 

speed per citizen” in order for the 

citizen to be deemed 

“Connected”? 

Is a 1Mbps connection speed to a 

building with 50 workstations 

enough so that each citizen using a 

workstation is considered to be 

“connected”?  

How important is the “quality” of a 

connection in order for a citizen to 

be deemed “Connected”? 

Is a citizen deemed “Connected” if 

the connection has a poor quality 

such as a slow connection speed, 

long delays in response from the 

Internet or intermittent performance 

problems?  

A “Community” is a group of 

citizens within a geographic region, 

interacting socially and 

economically, often having shared 

interests, goals and aspirations.  
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Norms and Standards concerning “Accessibility” of South African Government Departments 

In order to further understanding, leading to an agreed definition of a “Connected Community”, it is 

helpful to consider the norms and standards concerning “Accessibility” for various government 

departments of South Africa. A report was conducted in 2009 and is summarized in a document titled 

“Study of the Accessibility of Government Services in the INTEGRATED SUSTAINABLE RURAL DEVELOPMENT 

1(ISRD) NODES in South Africa .”  

1.  http://www.dpsa.gov.za/batho-pele/docs/Access%20study%20_full_%20report2009.pdf

To support the notion of a connected community, the following aspects will be dealt 

with later in this document 

?the connection speed per citizen;

?the quality of a connection experienced by a citizen;

?the maximum distance to be walked by a citizen to a public access facility; and 

?the determination of the number of workstations needed based on the community 

size.
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The Department of Education uses 3km distance The access norms and standards of the 

travelled on foot to get to primary or secondary Department of Home Affairs indicate that a 

schools while the Department of Home Affairs maximum travel time of 30 min should be 

uses a 30 min bus travel time. The norms and allowed for beneficiaries to access their services 

standards state that every school will have a in both rural and urban areas. As the most 

catchment area of 3km when they are fully prominent mode of transport is by bus, it was 

established.  Thus, learners at most will have a accepted that the 30 min travel time refers to 

6km walking distance to and from school.   the use of a bus. A permanent service point 

should have the capacity to deal with between 

20 000 – 30 000 people.  Mobile units should be 

able to serve less than 20 000 people.  

Primary

Small primary

Medium Primary

Large primary

Secondary

Small

Medium

Large

Paypoints

Service/mobile 

offices

Permanent 

service points

Mobile units

Travel

time/distance

3km

3km

3km

3km

3km

3km

60 min/5 km

40 km

30 min (60 min

Northern Cape)

31 min (60 min

Northern Cape)

Mode of 

Transport

Walk

Walk

Walk

Walk

Walk

Walk

Walk, taxi, bus

Walk, taxi, bus

Bus

Bus

Capacity

Minimum

135

311

621

200

400

401

1 250 beneficiaries

800 beneficiaries

20 000 - 30 000 people

< 20 000 people

Maximum

310

620

930

600

601

1000
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Some key outcomes are summarised in the section below. 

Access Norms and Standards for the Department of Education, South African Social Security Agency \

(SASSA) and Department of Home Affairs
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The norms and standards of SASSA indicated To summarise, the published literature suggests 

that a pay point should be able to serve 1 250 distances between 500m and 3km when 

beneficiaries and that they should be within a 60 considering acceptable distances between 

min or 5km walk, bus or taxi ride of their facilities. citizens and “service points.”  As a guideline, one 

For mobile units the travel distance must be 40km can estimate the number of communities based 

and with one SASSA staff member being able to on the number of schools or the number of clinics 

serve 800 beneficiaries at any one session.  and hospitals in a given area.  However, to 

ensure access to ICTs that is more regular, the 

The Government Communication Information accepted distances between citizens and a 

Systems (GCIS) notes that although there are school, clinic or hospital may be too far or not 

several legislative and strategic documents on practical for all citizens. South Africa's 

Thusong Service Centres, no norms and B roadband Po l icy  d i scusses  256Kbps  

standards exist, especially in relation to their connections and distances of 2km by 2019. 

accessibility. The GCIS stated that decisions on These are longer-term guidelines for this project – 

locating Thusong Service Centres are made by distances and connection speeds are the 

the local municipalities and provinces. subjects of ongoing debate.

A review of international literature yields no “Best 

Practice” guidelines or “universal definition” 

regarding “Connected Communities” for 

distance from Public Access ICTs or telecentres 

per X-number of community members.  South 

Africa's Broadband Policy suggests ICT access 

within 2km of any citizen by 2019.  South Africa's 

USAASA (Universal Service and Access Agency 

of South Africa) discusses five computers per 100 

children within walking distance by 2014 as a 

“Key Strategic Responsibility.”  USAASA goes 

further by discussing ICTs being within 500m of 

citizens.  CeI discusses 150 ICTs per 1000 people 

in its Draft Strategic plan.

CONNECTED COMMUNITIES
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Description

Voting Wards

Voting Districts (same as the number 

of Voting Stations)

Main Places: City/Towns/Townships

Sub Places: Suburbs/Villages

Small Area Layer (<500 people per 

demarcated area)

Metro (3.61M)

112 (32,232)

814

46 (78,478)

667 (5,412)

3451

Outside Metro 

(1.67M)

276 (6,051)

762

281 (5,943)

614 (2,720)

1888

Total (5.28M)

388 (13,608 Density)

1576

327 (16,147 Density)

1281 (4,122 Density)

5339 (989 Density)

Table 1: Census 2001 description of a “place” or “community” [Source: Stats SA, Municipal Demarcation 

Board]

Note: For the purpose of a basic overview concerning sizes of population per place type (density), please 

refer to the numbers in brackets above.  

The intention of providing the above table is not To determine the final number of “public access 

to be 100% accurate, but rather to provide a sites” needed to “Connect Communities,” some 

basic indication regarding density per “place questions need to be considered:

type.” From the “place” densities, one can 

consider what “place type” can best be If “sub-places” was chosen as the criteria for the 

considered as a definition of a “Community.”  total number of “connected communities” 

The lower the density per “place type,” the outside the Cape Metro, can 1281 be used as 

better the option for a “place” to be defined as the total number?  Is one “Sub-place” name 

a “Community,” however the population density enough?  The answer is no; one cannot define a 

must not be too low either.  Main Places have Sub-place as a “Connected Community” unless 

too many citizens per “place” (the area covered there is a suitable number of telecentres to 

is too large and the number of citizens is too support the population over the coverage area 

many).  Voting wards also have a high number of that “Sub-place.” Unfortunately, the 

of citizens per “place”, but can provide a population sizes and coverage areas for some 

starting point for “Connected Communities” “Sub-places” are too large to allow classification 

project. Sub-places, Small Area Layer and voting as a “Community” that can be “Connected” 

districts are the best candidates to be proxy- using a single telecentre.  To illustrate this point, 

definitions for “Communities” in the longer-term.  examples of some “Sub-place” populations 

13

Candidates for consideration of being geographically defined as “Communities” 

CONNECTED COMMUNITIES
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(combined 2001 Census and 2005 Small Area “Connected”.  There is no universal definition of 

Analysis) are: a “Connected Community” either.  However, 

we can observe what happened elsewhere.  

2 Brazil's Telecommunications Connectivity planWorcester Network User (NU): population 48,886 

for example is to deploy 100,000 telecentres by over an area of 2896 sq km (47 Small Areas);

2014).  The criteria leading to this number of Caledon NU: population of 38,788 over an area 

of 149 sq km (34 Small Areas); 100,000 were based on the number of “Voting 

Paarl NU: population of 35,982 over an area of Stations” throughout Brazil.  

945 sq km (41 Small Areas);

Ceres NU: population of 28,269 over an area of For this “Connecting Communities” project, 

1864 sq km (23 Small Areas); and Phase 1 is based on “Connecting Wards.”  Phase 

Stellenbosch NU: population of 21,880 over an 2, leading towards the National target, is based 

area of 330 sq km (27 Small Areas). on “Connecting Voting Districts.”    

The populations and coverage areas of the 

above “Sub-places” are large.  Sometimes one 
There have been many ICT initiatives in the 

telecentre would be suitable for a “Sub-place” 
Western Cape, all of which have attempted  to 

(if the coverage area and the coverage area 
connect citizens to the Internet and to enable 

are small). Sometimes many telecentres are 
access to government services. A concise 

needed per “Sub-place” (if the population sizes 
summary of these initiatives is:

and coverage areas are large – as shown for the 
i) Libraries: DCAS (282 Public, 25 Depots, 32 

“Sub-places” above).
3Wheelie Wagons )

?SmartCape has 97 connected sites and 
In summary, whether using StatsSA (“Main 

are in the Cape Metro (i.e., CoCT);
Places”, “Sub Places”, “Small Areas”) or the 

?Rural Libraries Connectivity Project 
Municipal Demarcation Board's (“Voting 

(RLCP) has 61 connected sites and an 
Wards”, “Voting Districts”) area demarcation 

additional 20 sites scheduled to be 
classifications, there are no classifications that 

connected in 2011/12. 75% are 
can be used to precisely identify bounded areas 

connected via ADSL and 25% by satellite; 
that can aid determination of the exact location 

?Other Libraries (not part of the RLCP) 
o r  number  o f  “Commun i t ie s”  to  be  

?Wheelie Wagons initiative has 32 sites; 

4. Current Scenario (“As Is”)
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2. http://www.gemasdaterra.org.br/docs/o-brasil-em-alta-velocidade1.pdf
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?Depots (25: not under consideration for connections. 119 of 260 have Computer 

this project). Access.  

v) Department of Cultural Affairs and Sport.

Note – there are three Library Control Regions for Concerning the accessibility via libraries:

the Libraries – Outeniqua (comprising five  ?The DCAS Annual Performance Plan 

regions), Boland (comprising five regions) and (APP) for 2011/12 states that a goal for 

Cape Metro area (comprising 5 regions). 2013/14 is to connect 101 libraries. This is 

envisaged on the back of the “Rural 

The stakeholders involved in the delivery of these Libraries Connectivity Project”;  

initiatives may include: ?There are up to 178 libraries outside the 

i) Office of the Premier (CeI) - which is involved Cape Metro that can be considered for 

with the RLCP and Cape Access has 20 sites connection. 

active; ?The 32 Wheelie wagons should be 

ii) Local Government – Thusongs Centres with considered in terms of Internet Access.

21 sites connected;

iii) Microsoft Digital Villages has three sites in vi) There are other connectivity initiatives 

operation. outside Cape Metro. These are the Cape Access 

iv) ABET INFRASTRUCTURE (Falling under the initiative, which has connected 20 sites, 6 of 

Department of Education) has 260 sites (by which are libraries. There are 21 connected 

December 2011) but only between 17 and 20 Thusongs Centres. 

sites are currently considered suitable to be 

used for “Public Access”.  

What is happening elsewhere in the World?

Note: Many of these ABET facilities are on As part of this project, it is of interest to consider 

school properties and as such are not what is happening elsewhere in the world.  The 

ordinari ly accessible to the public.  following is a selection of highlights from 

Sometimes the facility is shared – the facility is research conducted for this project.

used at night for adult education and for 

youth education during the day.  108 of the 
?India's National e-Governance plan of 2005-

260 have Internet Access of which 62 use 2006 included the creation of 100,000 

ADSL, 9 use 3G modems, 23 use other telecentres (called CSC's) in rural India.  The 

connectivity methods, 4 connections are Indian Government policy is very supportive 

“unknown” and there are 8 WAN of telecentres, having itself taken the lead by 

5. “To be” Scenario 
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c o n c e p t u a l i s i n g ,  d e s i g n i n g  a n d  agriculture (assisting farmers), family 

implementing the State Wide Area Network at assistance (to assist families to easily access 

an outlay of International normalized ratio local and national services).  There are 

(INR) 33.2 billion jointly with State Governments solutions in UK libraries to help people take 

and employing a Public Private Partnership their first steps with computers and the 

(PPP) model. Internet. 98% of local authorities provide 

access in the evening and at weekends; 72% 

?As mentioned earlier in this document, Brazil of library services have provided digital 

aims to deploy 100,000 telecentres by 2014.  training to their frontline staff to support them 

The aim is to have broadband access at 100% in providing help to library users to get them 

of all government buildings by 2014 including online; 86% of library services report that they 

100% of Federal, State and Municipal provide support to the unemployed to get 

Buildings, 100% of health facilities, 100% of online and 76% support online job-searches.  

libraries and 100% of government security There is a partnership between libraries and 

organisations. National Health Service (NHS) Choices (the 

comprehensive online information service 

?The United Kingdom (UK) has a Policy about the NHS). The Policy Statement of the 

Statement concerning l ibrar ies.  The UK Government recognises the valuable 

modernisation review of public libraries policy impact that libraries can have on health and 

statement CM 7821 by the UK Department of proposes to deliver a campaign promoting 

Culture, Media and Sport provides a public libraries via doctors' surgeries and other 

background regarding the modernization of health outlets. The statement advises that the 

public libraries in the United Kingdom. The UK UK Department of Health has developed free 

Government expected that from April 2011, all online training for library staff to helping 

library services would provide free internet people to use the NHS Choices website to get 

access to users as part of their Library Offer to advice about lifestyle issues like smoking, 

the public.  As an example of a PPP, the York drinking and exercise or to find and use health 

Library Service matched funding with a services in England.  Libraries' role in informal 

company called Aviva to improve the adult learning is also recognised.  

financial capability of the people of York.  

4
?Kenya used VSAT  technology to connect 400 Services offered through library connectivity 

of its 900 post offices to the Internet. include e-health, vehicle licensing, e-

4. Very Small Aperture Terminal is a satellite communications system that serves home and business users.

16
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What is proposed for the “To be” for the Western Sometimes a post office is the only means 

of Internet connectivity in Kenya and the Cape?

initiative is claimed to be very popular.  As noted beforehand, there is no universal 

definition of a “Connected Community”.  We can 

?Nigeria has a locally developed Mobile however take note of Brazil's approach.  Brazil 

Internet Unit (MIU). The MIU's are busses, determined the number of telecentres to be 

equipped with a local area network of deployed based on the number of voting stations.

computers, printers and multimedia 

facilities.  A VSAT is mounted on the roof of For this project, Phase 1 is based on “Connecting 

the bus. The project is claimed to have Wards” and Phase 2, leading towards the national 

enhanced IT literacy, Internet training and target, is based on “Connecting Voting Districts”.    

applications in e-education, e-agriculture 

and e-health. Malaysia and Uganda have 

also implemented such mobile solutions.

?Telecentre-Europe reports: “We estimate 
It is helpful to consider the “Voting Wards” and 

that the European region could contain 
“Voting Districts” in more detail. There can be 

more than 100,000 telecentres. These 
between two and four “Voting Districts” per 

telecentres would employ well in excess of 
“Voting Ward.” The IEC advises: “Voting districts 

250,000 staff and at least a further 100,000 
are principally determined on the basis of 

volunteers.  Average usage figures would 
geographical size and number of eligible voters.  

indicate that these telecentres will work 
Urban voting districts contain some 3,000 voters 

directly with at least 25 million digitally 
located within a radius of some 7,5 km of the 

excluded citizens per year across the 
voting station. Rural voting districts accommodate 

European region.” The 33 European nations 
some 1,200 voters located within a radius of some 

are represented on the Telecentre-Europe 
10 km of the voting station and each voting district 

online community by around 50 local, 
is serviced by one voting station only. 

regional and national telecentre networks, 

which between them include more than 
The information below is an analysis of voting 

25,000 telecentres. 
wards, voting districts, voting stations, and 

registered voter densities per Local municipalities 

outside the Western Cape Metro. Useful 

information presented below was obtained from 

the Municipal Demarcation Board website. 

6. Analysis of Voting Wards and Voting 

Districts with a view to “Connect 

Communities”

17
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Analysis of Voting Wards and Gap Analysis

The analysis below shows the “Gap  Analysis” for 

the wards.  The gap analysis is determined by 

analysing locations of libraries and candidate 

public access CLCs  to determine if there is a 

public access site within a ward or not.  Where 

there is not a public access site within a ward, a 

“Gap” is recorded.  From the table below, we see 

that the “Gap” is 60% (233/387) when considering 

connectivity of voting wards.

18
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Municipalities Wards Gap  

Cape Metro 111 44

Cape Metro 111 44

Cape Winelands 98 80

Breede Valley 21 16

Drakenstein 31 28

Langeberg 12 9

Stellenbosch 22 19

Witzenberg 12 8

Central Karoo 15 7

Beaufort West 7 4

Laingsburg 4 2

Prince Albert 4 1

Eden 81 61

Bitou 7 3

George 25 18

Hessequa 8 6

Kannaland 4 2

Knysna 10 10

Mossel Bay 14 11

Oudtshoorn 13 11

Overberg 36 17

Cape Agulhas 5 1

Overstrand 13 8

Swellendam 5 2

Theewaterskloof 13 6

West Coast District 46 24

Bergrivier 7 5

Cedarberg 6 1

Matzikama 8 3

Saldanha Bay 13 6

Swartland 12 9

Grand Total 387 233
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 There are many models of telecentres – these “access methods” can be leased-lines, 

include: Asymmetrical Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL), 

?Commercial cybercafés; Satellite etc). Before deploying a solution, there is 

?Local government access points; a Planning and Assessment phase. A “Central 

?Public libraries; Site” is often deployed, which comprises a Proxy 

?Community telecentres; Server, a Firewall Server, a Database Server and 

?Public information kiosks; and a Mail Server. Infrastructure at the “Telecentre” 

?Education facilities – schools, Further sites includes desks, chairs, power distribution, 

Education and Training (FET) colleges and network cabling and “patch panels,” network 

Universities. switches, ducting, a router/modem, a site server, 

thin-clients, Lead Crystal Display (LCD) Screens, 

Each of the above “Telecentre” types can have keyboards, mouse, headsets, Uninterupted 

differing numbers of workstations, connectivity Power Supply(UPS) and printer(s).

methods and costs (telecommunication 

19

7.   What is a “Telecentre” and what type of infrastructure is needed?
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8.  Strategy and Budget Operation Expenditure (OPEX)

?if monthly OPEX per 4-seat site is R15K; if a 10-For this project, Phase 1 is to be based on 

seat site is 40% more costly to run and a 60-“Connecting Wards.”  Phase 2, leading towards 

seat site is three times more expensive to run; the 2019 National target is based on 

if 10% of the sites are 60-seat sites, 80% are 10-“Connecting Voting Districts.”  An analysis of 

seat sites and 10% are 4-seat sites, the  annual cost estimates “per seat” for a telecentre ranges 

OPEX for 120 sites is approximately R2.7M. from R20K to R30K (infrastructure needed is listed 

?if monthly OPEX per 4-seat site is R25K; if a 10-in the previous section).  Between three and ten 

seat site is 40% more costly to run and a 60-staff can run telecentres, depending on the 

seat site is 3 times more expensive to run, if number of “seats.”  Sometimes, apart from the 

10% of the sites are 60-seat sites, 80% are 10-staff, a local governing body helps with the 

seat sites and 10% are 4-seat sites, the annual running of the facility and these costs must also 

OPEX for 120 sites is  approximately R4.6M. be factored in.  The monthly operational costs 

(excluding rentals because government sites are 

The above amounts scale linearly, therefore, as used, but including salaries, Internet connectivity 

long as fixed ratios of 60-seat/10-seat/4-seat are and bandwidth costs [which is often Satellite or 

maintained, if amount of sites is doubled, the ADSL]) can be estimated to be between 15-

CAPEX and OPEX double.  The CAPEX and OPEX 25K/month for a 4-seat site.  

are also linearly related to “Cost per seat” and 

“Monthly OPEX per 4-seat site.”  Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) 

?if CAPEX per seat is R20K; if 10% of the sites are 

60-seat sites, 80% are 10-seat sites and 10% 

are 4-seat sites, the CAPEX for 120 sites is 

approximately R35M. 

?if CAPEX per seat is R30K; if 10% of the sites are 

60-seat sites, 80% are 10-seat sites and 10% 

are 4-seat sites, the CAPEX for 120 sites is 

approximately R52M.  
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Phase 1 (Connecting Wards)

Phase 1b – 120 Sites  

Phase 1a – 120 Sites  

Cost Base 1

R35M

R35M

Cost Base 2

R52M

R52M

Cost Base 3

R2.7M per year

R2.7M+ R2.7M 

per year

Cost Base 4

R4.6M per year

R4.6M+ R4.6M 

per year

CAPEX OPEX

Table 2 – Budget Breakdown for 240 Telecentres

Cost Base 1 – CAPEX Per Seat R20K

Cost Base 2 – CAPEX Per Seat R30K

Cost Base 3 – Monthly OPEX Per 4-Seat Site R15K

Cost Base 4 – Monthly OPEX Per 4-Seat Site R25K

3Western Cape Government Department of Economic Development and Tourism 

The Phase 1a timescale is 2012/13 and the Phase ?A recent study on 27 developed and 66 

1b timescale is 2013/14 and results in 240 developing countries found that a 1-

connections (which closely matches the ward percentage point increase in the number of 

connection gap identified above). Phase 2 is internet users correlated with a 4.3 

outside the 2014 timeline and is proposed to percentage point increase in exports. 

align with National Broadband Policy Target for ?Broadband is also associated with growth in 

2019 by connecting voting districts.  the ICT sector. While Korea's ICT industry 

hovered around 2% of Gross Domestic 

Product (GDP) in 1992, the current global 

average, it has now more than doubled to The research conducted highlighted the 

4.6%.following concerning “Productivity Gains” and 

?Broadband also has the ability to increase “Economic Growth”:

the returns to agriculture and boost rural 

incomes by empowering farmers through Productivity Gains

providing timely and regular access to useful 
?ICT investments accounted for 80% of labour 

information, thereby improving the productivity growth in the US between 1996 

marketing and sales of their products.and 2004;

?ICT contributed over two fifths of labour 

There is a way to reduce and contain these OPEX productivity among EU countries between 

costs-to-government.  Telecentre deployment 1980 and 2006;

9. Conclusions
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comprises “Evolving Models”: “since the local A number of important considerations regarding 

demand for information and communication the types of connections and the distance of 

services is evolving, the telecentre models need citizens from telecentres have been raised 

to evolve as well. Franchises and other concerning “Connecting Communities” 

approaches to l inking and networking throughout the Western Cape. Since the 

5telecentres are proving to be popular.”  Another Western Cape covers a wide area with many 

example to look at is India, where a PPP model is different formal definitions of “places”, the short-

used. The Common Services Centre Scheme term (2014) goal is to connect all voting wards (a 

(http://www.csc-india.org/) reports that that connection-related gap for 60% of the voting 

roughly 98,000 telecentres (December 2011) are wards has been identified).  The rollout (beyond 

now deployed throughout India. “The Common 2014) should extend to the connection of voting 

Services Centre (CSC) Scheme in India creates districts, fulfilling the 2019 National Targets that 

an environment for the private sector and Non- are described in South Africa's 2010 National 

governmental Organisations (NGOs) to play an Broadband Policy document.  

active role in implementation of the CSC 

Scheme, thereby becoming partners of the 

government in the development of rural India.  

The PPP model of the CSC scheme envisages a 

3-tier structure consisting of the CSC operator 

(called Village Level Entrepreneur or VLE); the 

Service Centre Agency (SCA), which is be 

responsible for a division of 500-1000 CSCs; and a 

State Designated Agency (SDA) identified by 

the State Government responsible for managing 

6the implementation over the entire State.”   

2 Western Cape Government Department of Economic Development and Tourism 22

5.  http.//en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telecentre
6. http://www.csc-india.org/
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CONNECTED COMMUNITIES
Acronyms

ALC       Adult Learning Centre DCAS       Department of Cultural Affairs 

ABET              Adult Basic Education and and Sport

Training DEDAT Department of Economic 

ADSL             Asymmetrical Digital Subscriber Development and Tourism

Line DFA Dark Fibre Africa

ALC Adult Learning Centre DGITO       Departmental Government 

APP Annual Performance Plan Information Officer

AP SWAN Andhra Pradesh State Wide DHQ District Headquarters

Area Network DOC            Department of Communications

ARRA American Reinvestment and DOH Department of Health

Recovery Act DOPW&T   Department of Public Works and 

BCR Benefit Cost Ratio Transport

BOT Build, Operate and Transfer DoT&PW Department of Transport and 

BPO Broadband Project Office Public Works

C-ECS Class Electronic DotP           Department of the Premier

Communications Services DPE         Department of Public Enterprise 

CAGR Compound Annual Growth Rate EASSy EASSy is a 10,000km submarine 

CAPEX Capital Expenditure fibre-optic cable system 

CBD Central Business District deployed along the east and 

CCTV Closed Circuit Television south coast of Africa to service 

CEI Centre for e-Innovation the voice, data, video and 

CHIPAC Telkom's Customer-Half IP internet needs of the region.

Access Circuit ECA             Electronic Communications Act

CIO Chief Information Officer ECNS           Electronic Communication 

CINX Cape Town Internet Exchange Network Services

CLC      Community Learning Centre ECS            Electronic Communications 

CoCT    City of Cape Town Services

COTS Commercial off-the-shelf EIA              Environmental Impact Assessment

CPE             Common Platform Enumeration EPWP Expanded Public Works 

CSC Common Services Centre Programme

CTICC Cape Town International ExMO Exchange Management 

Convention Centre Operator

DBSA Development Bank of Southern ExMOA Exchange Management Open 

Africa Access
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CONNECTED COMMUNITIES
Acronyms

FET              Further Education and Training IRR International Rate of Return

FTTH Fibre to the Home IRU Indefeasible Right of Use

FTTH Fibre to the Premises IS&T Information Services and 

GB Gigabytes = 1000 Megabytes Technology 

GB/s Gigabytes per second ISAD             Information Society and 

GCIS         Government Communication Development

Information Systems ISM            Industrial, Scientific Medical

GDP Gross Domestic Product ISP               Internet Service Provider

GEN3 Generation 3 ISRD          Integrated Sustainable Rural 

Ghz Gigahertz Development

GIS   Geographic Information IT Information Technology

Services ITU      International Telecommunication 

GSi Government Secure Intranet Union

HEI Higher Education Institution Kbs Kilobytes

HSPA           High Speed Packet Access Kbps Kilobytes per second

I-ECS Individual Electronic LAN            Local Area Network

Communications Services LBS             Location Based Services

ICASA      Independent Communications LCD Liquid Crystal Display

Authority of South Africa LLU Local Loop Unbundling  

ICT             Information and LSM       Living Standards Measure

Communication Technologies LTE Long Term Evolution

IDA Infocomm Development MB Megabytes = 1 000 kilobytes

Authority Mb/s Megabytes per second

IDC International Development MFMA     Municipal Finance Management 

Collaborative Act

IEC         Independent Electoral MFN          Multi-frequency Network

Commission MHQ Mandal Headquarters

INR International normalized ratio MIU           Mobile Internet Unit

IP internet provider or internet MOF Microsoft operations framework 

protocol MOF Ministry of Finance 

IPStream IPstream is the most highly-used MoU Memorandum of Understanding 

wholesale broadband Internet MPLS      Multi-protocol Label Switching

service MS Microsoft
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CONNECTED COMMUNITIES
Acronyms

MTEF Medium term expenditure PNC ISAD Presidential National Commission 

framework on Information Society and 

NBN Nationwide Broadband Network Development 

NBWM National Broadband Wireless POGW Optical Ground Wire

Network POP Point of Presence

NGO Non-governmental Organisation POTS Plain Old Telephone Service

NHS National Health Service PPP            Public Private Partnership

NPO Non-profit Organisation PSO Provincial Strategic Objective

NOC Network Operation Centre PTN Private Telecommunications 

NRI          Network Readiness Index Network

NPV Net Present Value QOS Quality of Service

NU Network User SEACOM SEACOM is a privately owned 

OECD             Organisation for Economic Co- and operated pan-African ICT 

operation and Development enabler that is driving the 

OPEX     Operation Expenditure development of the African 

OPGW Optical ground wire internet. SEACOM's vision has 

P-ECNS Private Electronic been built on the backbone of 

Communications Networks open-access and equitable 

PC Personal Computers principles.

PCMCIA      Personal Computer Memory SAIX South African Internet Exchange 

Card International Association SANReN South African National Research 

PDA             Personal Digital Assistant Network

RENs  Research Education Networks SAPS South African Police Service

RFI Request for information SASSA  South African Social Security 

RFID Radio-frequency identification Agency

RLCP         Rural Libraries Connectivity SDA State Designated Agency 

Project SDH         Synchronous Digital Hierarchy 

PGWC   Provincial Government of the SES Strategic Economic Solution

Western Cape SHQ State Headquarters

PIA             Public ICT Access SITA              State IT Agency

PNC         Presidential National SLA Service Level Agreement

Commission SMEs             Small and Medium Enterprises

SOE                State-owned Enterprise 
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CONNECTED COMMUNITIES
Acronyms

SPV              Special Purpose Vehicle 

STM            Synchronous Transport Module

SWAN State Wide Area Network

TA Transaction Advisor 

TB Terabytes = 1 000 Gigabytes

Tb/s Terabits per second,

TENET Tertiary Education & Research 

Network

UPS Uninterupted Power Supply

US United States of America

USAASA  Universal Service and Access 

Agency of South Africa

USB Universal Serial Bus

VAN Value Added Network

VLE Village Level Entrepreneur 

VoIP    Voice-over Internet Protocol

VOWLAN Voice-over Wireless Local Area 

Network

VPN           Virtual Private Network

VSAT   Very Small Aperture Terminal

VPUU Violence Prevention and Urban 

Upgrades

WACS West Coast Cable System

WAN       Wide Area Network

WCED         Western Cape Education 

Department

WCG Western Cape Government

WiFi Wireless networking technology 

WISP       Wireless Internet Service Provider

WMN      Wireless Mesh Network
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